seriously at work on a long book/ he wrote to me, *I have The charm an absolute rule against going out to lunch. It ruins my day.3 of Bennett He liked to act the man of the world. 1 am, and always have been, strangely against artists of any kind differentiating themselves from the rest of mankind in social matters,' he wrote again, 'my opinion is that an artist should be a citizen, breadwinner, taxpayer, debt-payer, before he is an artist.' None the less, his fame and the material advantages it brought, pleased him. He liked being recognized at theatres and restaurants: 1 will tell you a tale about Ellen. I was once sitting in the stalls of a theatre and I heard a fussy, restless woman behind me? then a hand was put on my shoulder. Ellen Terry said: "Mr Bennett, you don't know me, but I know you.'"
Bennett came one day to ask—had I a copy of the Gon-court Journals ? He had tried everywhere in Paris to get the volumes, without success. I was surprised to hear from him that they had not been republished. Though I knew the Goncourt novels were now little read, I had thought their journal of permanent interest. I lent Bennett my copy; and I wondered later, when extracts from his own j ournal appeared, whether he had been inspired by the Goncourts' example.
I delighted in Bennett. He was so human in his enjoyment of life, of his own success. He was generous both as host and guest and was, moreover, something of a patron of the arts. On his walls were paintings by Bonnard, Sickert and Con-der; there was a portrait of Andre Gide by Fry, and there were all sorts of amusing oddities and Victorian bric-a-brac about the rooms. He rather fancied himself as a man of taste, and gave much thought to his dress. Dining with us one night he attacked the placing of the pictures in the National Gallery, not realising that W. G, Constable, who was dining, too, was Assistant Director there. Constable challenged him to name any picture that was badly hung, and Bennett, in a difficulty, admitted he had not been at the Gallery for three years. He tried, however, to describe a particular painting, finally saying he thought there was a good

